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This MIDI sequencer is based on the idea of generating complex tones out of multiple simple sine tones. NOTE This is a fully functional trial license that will expire on Sept 19th 2011 11:59pm EST. It's easy to enter and, once the music is in your music folder, it runs on its own. See our tour page for details on what else is included in the full version and more details
on the bundle. The QuasiFractal Composer application include controls for structure, mapping, variation, tracks, tempo, tonality and more In addition, this reliable software provides 16 MIDI channels each one with adjustable volume, pan, instrument or transposition. QuasiFractal Composer Description: This MIDI sequencer is based on the idea of generating

complex tones out of multiple simple sine tones. NOTE This is a fully functional trial license that will expire on Sep 19th 2011 11:59pm EST. It's easy to enter and, once the music is in your music folder, it runs on its own. See our tour page for details on what else is included in the full version and more details on the bundle. The QuasiFractal Composer application
include controls for structure, mapping, variation, tracks, tempo, tonality and more In addition, this reliable software provides 16 MIDI channels each one with adjustable volume, pan, instrument or transposition. QuasiFractal Composer Description: This MIDI sequencer is based on the idea of generating complex tones out of multiple simple sine tones. Just wanted
to let you know that after several months of beta testing and providing feedback on this software I now believe it's stable and ready for full release. Since it's difficult to track the whereabouts of a beta version, I thought I'd let you know about it here in case anyone reads this and is interested in giving it a go. There are two primary changes: The introduction of a

"paint" mode for the score, so you can see the notes as you paint them. A few minor fixes (wrong text sizes, etc.) The paint mode makes most sense when using the phaser (the one that looks like a bow). It lets you paint a little "fan" of notes at a time and that also lets you pick up multiple notes at once if you want. The phaser is
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With its unique sound, this software gives you the opportunity to compose music using its own voice. You have access to a richness of pitches, stringed instruments, drums, triangle, bass lines, vocals. A full scale instrument library. Use the Drum Machine to play a rhythm with many different types of beats, or chord and variation, to simulate a solo or a chorus. The
Transposition feature will allow you to play the instrument in any octave, extend or lower the pitch of your instrument as necessary with the Remote Panning feature and more... The QuasiFractal Composer has a large number of effects to add movement, echo, chorus, vibrato, phaser, distortion, delay and reverb on your MIDI tracks. You can import one or more
MIDI files into the software and begin to compose the music at lightning speed. In addition, this reliable software allows you to adjust the 16 MIDI Channels of QuasiFractal Composer with nearly all functions of a standard midi keyboard, with the most basic ones "Fretboard". The MIDI mapping features allow you to apply any of the 16 MIDI channels you want to a
particular Chord or Drum configuration to create a very rich instrument. The control keys of the MIDI mapping are: Transposition, Scale, Harmonic, Chord Key, Auto Harm, Master Volume, Master Pan, Left/Right pan, Solo/Chorus Toggle, Pan Toggle, Volume Toggle, and Phaser Toggle. In addition, if you want to practice drums, QuasiFractal Composer has several

iconic drums and traditional instruments, all perfectly mapped The program also offers Lyrics editing, harmony and instrument chord type. And the Program has the following features: - Full-screen mode - Midi-inspired screen with 16 channels - Cycle through MIDI by keyboard - Restart playback from the position you want - Save the composition - Print, export and
import of music - Play drums, bass, guitar, piano or strings - Saves in MP3, WAV, AIFF, AAC, FLAC formats - Export music to VST, Audio Units, OGG, MID, AAX, RTAS - Export music to Mp3, WAV, AAC, FLAC - Import music from MIDI files - Automatic audio level manager - MIDI Mapping and Auto-Reverb - Effects - Chorus, Phaser, Flanger b7e8fdf5c8
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QuasiFractal Composer is a musical composition application, it enables you to create your own music easily and perfectly, you can compose music more comfortable. QuasiFractal Music Studio is a multi-track music sequencer and sound editor, generating over 12,000 possible different musical combinations and compositions. You can preview, change or record
your music while you work, and make your music shine with QuasiFractal’s audio & MIDI editors. QuasiFractal Music Studio Description: QuasiFractal Music Studio is a real-time multi-track MIDI sequencer and software tool for composition and arrangement. It’s simple and fast, yet powerful enough to unleash your creativity and create musical compositions,
arrangements, remixes, and soundtracks. QuasiFractal Bass 2 is a new way for you to compose and create your own music using the incredible QuasiFractal Music Studio software. QuasiFractal Bass 2 is a complete software suite for music production and composition. From tracker to sequencer and everything in between, QuasiFractal Bass 2 does it all.
QuasiFractal Bass 2 Description: QuasiFractal Bass 2 is a powerful sound collection and multi-track music sequencer in one. Combining bass sounds and instruments from more than 20 sound libraries and 900+ multi-sampled instruments with hundreds of synth emulations, real time effects and mixable samples, QuasiFractal Bass 2 lets you create the best
possible music. QuasiFractal Soundtrack 2 is a powerful new sound creation tool for composing, arranging, mixing and mastering music. QuasiFractal Soundtrack 2 is an easy to use and powerful software tool for composing, arranging, mixing, mastering and publishing your own music. It is an ideal tool for all serious music producers and composers. QuasiFractal
Soundtrack 2 Description: QuasiFractal Soundtrack 2 is a multi-track music sequencer and sound editor, generating over 12,000 possible different musical combinations and compositions. You can preview, change or record your music while you work, and make your music shine with QuasiFractal’s audio & MIDI editors. QuasiFractal Soundtrack 2 is a powerful new
sound creation tool for composing, arranging, mixing and mastering music. QuasiFractal Soundtrack 2 is an easy

What's New in the?

QuasiFractal Composer is an excellent, reliable and intuitive MIDI sequencer app with 128+ included instruments and a powerful graphical user interface. Using this application you can compose, record, arrange and mix MIDI tracks in a simple and clear way. What's new in this version: 4 major improvements in MIDI editor and unique features: * Real-time music
editing- Easily edit MIDI tracks and export them as the native MIDI files and MIDI projects to your computer. * New player- Easily preview MIDI projects with any MIDI synthesizer in your computer. * Arrange MIDI tracks- Move, copy and erase them at different times. * Variation graphical panel- You can use the graphical panel for quickly move, copy, delete,
transpose and export the MIDI track. The App is created for MacOS, Windows and Linux. We are counting on your opinions, because if you want to use this App in your work, it is important for us to know how it works for you. Simply fill the feedback form on our website. Your comments and opinion are very important for us. The QuasiFractal Composer application
include controls for structure, mapping, variation, tracks, tempo, tonality and more In addition, this reliable software provides 16 MIDI channels each one with adjustable volume, pan, instrument or transposition. QuasiFractal Composer Description: QuasiFractal Composer is an excellent, reliable and intuitive MIDI sequencer app with 128+ included instruments and
a powerful graphical user interface. Using this application you can compose, record, arrange and mix MIDI tracks in a simple and clear way. What's new in this version: 4 major improvements in MIDI editor and unique features: * Real-time music editing- Easily edit MIDI tracks and export them as the native MIDI files and MIDI projects to your computer. * New
player- Easily preview MIDI projects with any MIDI synthesizer in your computer. * Arrange MIDI tracks- Move, copy and erase them at different times. * Variation graphical panel- You can use the graphical panel for quickly move, copy, delete, transpose and export the MIDI track. The App is created for MacOS, Windows and Linux. We are counting on your opinions,
because if you want to use this App in your work, it is important for us to know how it works for you.
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System Requirements For QuasiFractal Composer:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 and up Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5600+ Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8400M / AMD Radeon HD 6750M with 1 GB of VRAM Hard Drive: 500 MB free space DirectX: 9.0 Internet: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: This is an offline game. You must install the game from your
own
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